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ECONIC ENHANCES SUSTAINABILITY
OF LOVING EARTH CHOCOLATE

Convex compostable
packaging is helping
Loving Earth sustainably
support indigenous
communities and the
environment.
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FACTORY-WIDE FOCUS ON EXCELLENCE
FOR PREMIUM PET NUTRITION

It was all hands on deck in
early 2016 when Convex’s
largest ever product
launch saw the entire team
push the boundaries of
production and printing
excellence.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PAST 40 YEARS

Convex has achieved
many memorable
milestones over the
past 40 years.

40 YEARS OF ONGOING INNOVATION AND GROWTH
Convex turned 40 on the 19th of
October after four decades of non-stop
innovation and growth. Over the past
40 years, Convex has evolved from a
one-man business with a home-made
bag machine making plain plastic
bags in a garage, to an international
supplier of innovative flexible
packaging solutions, with offices in
three countries and 140 employees.
Convex was founded by David Fredericksen,
who is now a director of the company.
In 1973 a brief bout of unemployment
made David, who was a trained engineer,
determined to start his own business.
By the time he was finally employed six
months later, David was already making
plans to launch out on his own. However,
the business he wanted required a bag
machine, and David couldn’t afford to buy
one. Instead of being discouraged, David
built his own machine in his garage for the
then princely sum of $1500.

“...being told that a particular
process is impossible has
never stopped us – it has
simply inspired us to think
outside the square to develop
a different and often better
way of doing things.”
The bag machine took a year to build and
David was helped along the way by some
generous support from local businesses.
Hamilton engineering firm Mullan &
Noy helped with building the seal bars
and The Waikato Times donated some
unwanted rubber rollers. Engineering

firm Vincent Smith Exchange also made
their equipment available at night for
David to complete the machine, and David
returned the favour by reconditioning the
hydraulic power steering on their trucks
and heavy machinery.
Packaging innovation is the cornerstone of
Convex’s business. From the very first bag
machine, Convex has demonstrated an
unwavering combination of Kiwi ingenuity,
creativity and visionary thinking to deliver
what their customers have wanted.
Convex Managing Director, Owen Embling
says, “Not having enough finance to buy a
new machine or being told that a particular
process is impossible has never stopped us
– it has simply inspired us to think outside

the square to develop a different and often
better way of doing things.”

“Our company has been built
on achieving the impossible,
and there are plenty more
wins yet to come.”
One of the first examples of this ‘thinking
outside the square’ occurred in the late
1980s when Convex secured a leading
share of the carry bag market by
developing a new handle innovation that
was previously considered ‘impossible’.
This was followed by numerous packaging
innovations, including the development of
Story continued on page 2
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Story continued from page 1

A MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR

AS OWEN
SEES IT –

A SOLID
FOUNDATION
FOR NEW
INNOVATIONS
AND CHANGE
This year, along with the honour of helping Convex
celebrate 40 years in business, I’ve also had the
privilege of working alongside a dedicated team
of people who have been willing to embrace some
challenging new opportunities and change.

a revolutionary lap-sealing conversion process for heavy duty
sacks in 1994 that is now used world-wide.
The stand-out innovation of the past 10 years was the launch
in 2010 of what is believed to be the world’s first high barrier
compostable pack.
Plans are now afoot to launch a ‘world-first’ high barrier
compostable box-shaped pouch pack in 2017, along with several
other packaging advances.
Owen Embling says, “After four decades of pushing the boundaries
of packaging, we are not about to slow down. At Convex the word
‘can’t’ is interpreted as an opportunity. Our company has been
built on achieving the impossible, and there are plenty more wins
yet to come.”

2016 has been one of the most action-packed years in
our entire four decade history at Convex, with several
complex projects that stretched every department.
This resulted in some remarkable advancements in how
we work together to achieve great outcomes, for both
Convex and our clients. Our successful management of
the complex, high volume PRO PLAN launch is a great
example of how the whole team stepped up together to
get a great result.
While it’s been wonderful to see our company reach the
significant milestone of 40 years in business, our eyes
are now very firmly focused on the future. Some of our
clients with leading consumer brands are planning to
make radical packaging changes a part of their regular
marketing programmes. There are also plenty of
opportunities for new developments, including a highly
sought-after compostable box pouch. The potential
technical challenges are enormous, but that has never
stopped Convex succeeding in the past and it certainly
won’t in the future.
Our strong legacy of innovation combined with a
well-equipped team of people who are prepared to
do what it takes to make things happen has given us
a solid foundation to continue pushing the boundaries
of packaging.
I want to extend a huge thank you to everyone who
helped us navigate this busy milestone year. I look
forward to working on some exciting new projects in the
New Year.
Kind Regards,
Owen

PROACTIVE PEST
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

Customised for your
location and business
Call Fiona:
Freephone 0800 100 399
Mobile 029 771 2484

www.genusnz.com

ECONIC ENHANCES THE SUSTAINABILITY OF
LOVING EARTH CHOCOLATE
Convex compostable packaging is
helping Loving Earth sustainably
support indigenous communities and
the environment.
Loving Earth adopted Convex Econic®
packaging in 2014 to help ensure the ecofriendliness and freshness of their raw
organic superfood bars. The Melbournebased company is now using Econic to
wrap their signature Raw Chocolate range,
which was rebranded in 2015.
Loving Earth founder and managing
director Scott Fry says, “Collaborating
with indigenous growers is core to our
philosophy. A further key element is our
commitment to sourcing sustainable
packaging.”
Econic packaging is made by Convex from
three compostable films that are derived
from sustainably-produced wood pulp
and corn sources. The high barriers Econic
provides ensure Loving Earth’s organic
products stay fresh without the use of any
unnatural additives.
Along with supporting the
environment, Loving
Earth is dedicated to
supporting small producer
communities across the
planet become more selfsufficient and sustainable.
They do this by using the
organic ingredients they
produce to create healthy
Fair Trade products.

Above: An Ashaninka woman helping to harvest cacao in Peru,
which Loving Earth uses to make healthy chocolate. Left: Loving
Earth’s Raw Chocolate bars in eye-catching Econic wraps.

of for generations, against loggers and
drug traffickers. By buying their cacao, it
directly supports the ambitious project
to save 100 million trees.”

One of Loving Earth’s key
relationships is with the largest
indigenous community in Peru, called the
Ashaninka. Loving Earth uses the cacao
that the Ashaninka grow at the source
of the Amazon River in all 11 of their
chocolate bars.

production jumped from 10 to 40 tonne.
They are now working towards becoming
self-sufficient, which requires an annual
production of 250 tonne.

In 2015, Loving Earth helped the Ashaninka
establish a certified organic, fair trade
cooperative. They then committed to
buying the Ashaninka’s entire cacao
harvest at a price significantly higher than
they were previously receiving. Within
one year the Ashaninka’s annual cacao

Scott says, “Our goal is to help them achieve
this in the next few years. For the Ashaninka
it’s a lifeline. It means a vital improvement
in the autonomy and quality of life because
it allows them to become financially selfsufficient. It also helps them protect the
forest, which they have been custodians

Scott says each purchase of Loving Earth
chocolate will help the Ashaninka achieve
their self-sufficiency goal.

For more information visit
www.lovingearth.net
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CONVEX CRANKS UP PRODUCTION
Convex is on track to significantly increase production capacity and get jobs moving through the plant a lot faster.

Aaron says, “We are doing everything we can to make sure work
gets through our plant in a timely manner. There have been
some major changes in our customers’ order patterns and job
complexity over the past 12 months. We have looked closely at
minimum order quantities to ensure we are not running small
items too often, and have made it a priority to enhance our
production capacity.”
A special emphasis has been put on maximising the plant’s
pouch-making capacity, which is the area experiencing the most
growth. The surge in pouch production has increased the work
load in most other departments as well.

Mike Roberts overseeing film production in the Convex extrusion department,
which is aiming to operate 24/7 from early 2017.

Five months of seemingly non-stop recruitment and overtime
has added 31 new staff members to the Convex team, and
boosted production across the whole plant. Several departments
are now running extra shifts, with extrusion working towards
expanding their 24-hour operation from five days a week to seven
in early 2017.
Convex Operations Manager, Aaron Collett, says the expanded
team combined with a number of capital investments to improve
plant efficiencies will help work flow though the plant more
quickly and speed up production times.

Aaron says, “We have one of the best pouch-making capabilities
in Australasia, and it’s in high demand. It’s important for us to
be able to respond well to the growing demand for our pouches,
and we have put a lot of resource in place to help make sure we
can do that.”
The Convex pouch department is aiming to operate round-theclock shifts, five days a week, from February.
Convex’s Planning and Logistics team, led by Nadia Collett, has
also been analysing lead dates and machine loadings to gain a
better understanding of capacity complexities. This, combined
with a stronger forward focus on customer forecasts, will help
optimise work flows and operating efficiencies throughout the
Convex plant.

Caze Tuck (left) and Abram Inglis operating one of the pouch machines that will soon be operating 24 hours each week day.

REFLECT

FACTORY-WIDE FOCUS ON EXCELLENCE
FOR PREMIUM PET NUTRITION
It was all hands on deck in early 2016
when the largest ever product launch
managed by Convex saw the entire
team push the boundaries of production
and printing excellence.
The multi-market launch of the recently
reformulated Nestle Purina PRO PLAN
pet nutrition involved a staggering
124 variants, 7 pack sizes, 4 different
pack types and an exacting Zero Defect
quality standard. The packs also featured
product information printed in multiple
languages, including Thai and Japanese.
The new eye-catching PRO PLAN cat and
dog food packs range in size from 400g to
20kg, and include reclosable sliderpacks,
box pouches, and side and bottomgusseted pouches.
Convex Operations Manager Aaron Collet says the successful
management of the PRO PLAN launch is a great demonstration
of the top quality outcomes Convex can achieve through vigorous
planning and team work.
Aaron says, “It was the biggest multi-pronged launch we’ve
ever done in one go. It was a really massive undertaking with
extremely high quality expectations. It touched every department
in the factory and spurred the whole team to implement a lot
of process improvements and perform at their absolute best.
We had a few hiccups along the way but everyone pulled together
and we got a really good result.”
The planning for the PRO PLAN launch involved the whole
company – from the Sydney-based sales team who are managing
the account, to the Hamilton-based production, planning, prepress, printing, technical and quality assurance teams. The strong
collaboration between each team allowed the new packs to be
efficiently produced with beautiful print results.
One of the design goals for the new PRO PLAN packaging was to
make it easy for consumers to identify the nutritional product
that will best suit their pet.

You can find out which PRO PLAN product will
best suit your pet by visiting www.proplan.co.nz

PRO PLAN’s marketing states, “Over the last few years we’ve
worked hard to better understand what our consumers expect
from Super Premium Nutrition pet food. We discovered that the
most important factor was that the food should give their pets
clear and visible benefits. As a result, we decided it was time to
revisit the whole PRO PLAN range so we can better meet consumer
needs and ensure we keep up to date with our latest scientific
innovations to benefit the long-term health of cats and dogs.”
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PAST 40 YEARS
Convex has achieved many memorable milestones over the past 40 years. These two pages showcase some of the highlights.
You can read about Convex’s exciting four-decade journey in the company’s recently published book, Celebrating 40 Years
at Convex. You can access the book at: www.convex.co.nz/40years

Convex started in 1976 with this home-built
bag machine in David Fredericksen’s garage.

Convex began developing Greensack
compostable film in 1995 and it was
trialled as a car tidy liner by Waitakere
City Council in 1996.
TM

In 2009 Convex moved the 27 metre-long
sliderpack machine from its previous base in
Melbourne to the Convex Hamilton plant.

In June 2015, Convex founder and Chairman,
David Fredericksen, was honoured by the
Waikato Institute of Technology (Wintec) for
his longstanding business contribution to
the Waikato region.

The first Convex factory in 1977.

Former Convex sales consultant Stephen Dench
helped Convex develop re-fresh modified
atmosphere packaging (MAP) in 1996 to help
packaged produce stay fresher for longer.

David Fredericksen (left) and Printing Manager
Gary Dillistone, taking the company’s second
6-colour CI press ‘P2’ into the factory in 1988.

Convex opened in
an Australian office
in January 1998 and
EcoRoo was adopted
as Convex Australia’s
mascot in 2012.

Convex acquired a major shareholding of Warkworth-based
RSS Plastics Ltd in 2010 and Nadia and Aaron Collett returned
from Australia to manage the plant in 2011.

RSS Plastics was relocated from Warkworth to Hamilton in 2016 and the
Convex plant roof had to be lifted to make more room in the extrusion hall.

An example of the
breakthrough ‘Travel
weld’ handle innovation
that helped Convex
dominate the carry bag
market in the late 1980s.

In 1994 Convex developed a revolutionary lap
sealing conversion process for heavy duty sacks
that is now used worldwide. Engineers Evan
Bradley, Dave Armstrong and Michael Johnson
are pictured here with the lap seal attachment.

David Fredericksen and Owen Embling in
1996 with the company’s 2nd co-extruder.

The Hamilton head office was extensively upgraded in 1998.

In 2010 Convex launched Econic ®

which is believed to be the world’s first
high barrier compostable packaging
for coffee and dry foods.

In September 2011 the winning of an environmental packaging
award from the Packaging Council of New Zealand (Inc)
helped highlight Convex as a leading developer of functional
compostable packaging. Pictured from left: Amanda Martin
(Eco-Express), Andrew Sheerin (Convex), Owen Embling
(Convex), and Peter Thorne (Paper Reclaim).

Convex in 2016.
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Tony Letcher (left) and Owen Embling
(right) joined David Fredericksen (centre)
as directors and shareholders of the
company in 2001.

Read more about our history at
www.convex.co.nz/40years
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CELEBRATING 40 YEARS

Comic Rick Sahar, in character as ‘Manuel’ from Fawlty Towers, entertaining David Fredericksen.

A fun time was had by all at the party. From left: Ma’afu Satini, Kenneth Johns,
Owen Embling, Tony Koluse and Tukiri Clarke-Anderson.

Capturing the moment –Convex’s pouch machine suppliers,
Wang Fei Hong (left) and Lee Fuon Hong, came all the way from
China and Singapore just for this occasion.

‘Manuel’ presenting his pretend hamster to Pauline Wainwright.

Relaxing and enjoying the evening. From left: Nicki Letcher, Tanya Lea-Hunter, Convex
Business Development Manager Phil Lea and Convex Director and CFO Tony Letcher.

The Convex Lab Team enjoying the celebration. From left: Crystal Pope,
Nicola Dunn, Courtney-Ruth Gill, Gurpreet Rana and Hayley Schwass.

Convex celebrated 40 years in business on Saturday
12 November with a fantastic evening at the WINTEC
Atrium, in Hamilton.
Special tribute was paid during the evening to Convex’s longest
serving employees. In addition to founder David Fredericksen, four
people have worked at Convex for 30 years or more. The evening’s
speeches touched on their stories, with Vikki McNamara (now
Convex’ Waikato Regional Sales Manager) reminiscing about her
earliest duties with the company, which included washing David
Fredericksen’s car, wallpapering and babysitting his children.

REFLECT
The evening’s entertainment was provided by Tim Armstrong
and his band and comedian Rick Sahar, in character as Fawlty
Towers’ Manuel. ‘Manuel’ spent the evening circulating amongst
the guests with his pretend pet hamster after performing a brief
comedic magic show with the help of a good sport ‘volunteer’
from the audience.

Convex’s longest serving team members, from left: Danny McNamara, Justine Saunders, David Fredericksen, Vikki McNamara and Gary Dillistone.
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DANNY CELEBRATES 30 YEARS
Danny McNamara celebrated 30 years working at Convex
in June 2016, which is significantly longer than he initially
intended to stay.
When Danny came to Convex in 1986 from Trigon Plastics (now
Cryovac Sealed Air) he only planned to work at the company
for six months. However, the friendly atmosphere encouraged
him to stay - and then love made his decision to stay more longterm. Danny married fellow Convex employee Vikki (now the
company’s regional sales manager) in 1992 and the two of them
have been working at Convex ever since.

challenges. When I speak about printing, I speak about it with a
passion and vigour, which I believe is infectious. I love printing.”
During his early days at Convex Danny admits to having been
encouraged by the relaxed environment back then to play a lot
of pranks on his peers.
He says, “We used to play a lot of jokes on people when the
company was smaller and health and safety rules were less
stringent. We’d never get away with it now. My favourite memory
is when our manager came up to Gary Dillistone and I one day
with a photo of a young guy tied to a broom. He said, ‘I hope you
guys had nothing to do with this’, and we immediately replied,
‘not a chance mate’. Of course he knew we had. Then he said,
‘how closely have you looked at the photo?’ – and there in the
background was Gary holding the guy up behind the broom.”
Amongst all the practical joking Danny also did some serious
work, especially in the area of training. Over his 30 years at
Convex, Danny has personally trained 31 apprentices at Convex.
Four of those apprentices went on to win the DuPont Award for
being the top New Zealand printing apprentice, one was named
the top Australasian flexographic printing apprentice, and seven
others were industry award finalists.
Danny was rewarded for his efforts in August 2007 when he was
recognised as one of the leading printing trainers in Australasia
and inducted into the Australasian Flexographic Technical
Association (AFTA) Hall of Fame.
Danny says, “It’s nice to win awards but for me making our
customers happy and helping other people achieve is better
than winning awards. It’s all about doing it well.”

Convex Assistant Print Manager, Danny McNamara.

Danny’s career at Convex started with a job interview that
included having a beer with his future bosses. After starting
out in printing, Danny held a number of roles before returning
permanently to printing as the assistant print manager. His
other roles included platemaking, lamination, spec controlling,
planning and the Microsoft Axapta task force.
Danny says, “I always ended up back in printing. It’s my favourite
place. I might have been here 30 years but it hasn’t been the same
job. There’s been a lot of variety and there are always plenty of

One of the key things Danny has enjoyed about Convex over the
past 30 years is the friendly team environment.
Danny says, “Convex is a great place to work. A lot of people
have worked here for a long time and everybody in this company
is approachable. You can talk to anyone, right from the owner
down. That says a heck of a lot.”
“A big thanks to everyone I have worked with over the years.
They are the reason this has been such an enjoyable job.”

We have Stretch Wrap and Teflon Tape in stock ready to ship.
Give us a call to discuss
your requirements.
+64 7 847 5133
www.convex.co.nz

orders@convex.co.nz

CONVEX PRINTING ABOUT
TO GET EVEN BETTER
Convex has purchased a new flexographic press that will double print speeds, enable
larger repeats, and dramatically improve set-up times through automation.
Scheduled to arrive in July 2017, the
new Windmöller and Hölscher Miraflex2
press will provide precise printing in
register in up to nine colours, and print
repeats up to 1130mm. It will also boost
the sustainability of Convex’s printing by
reducing set-up waste by 50%.
Convex Printing Manager Gary Dillistone
says the new press will help optimise
Convex’s already well recognised high
quality printing.
Gary says, “The innovative, worldleading technology provided by the new
press will provide us with a really good
opportunity to take our printing to the
next level, and secure our positon as one
of the leading printers in our industry.
Our Miraflex press will be the first of its
kind in Australasia and will help ensure
Convex stays at the forefront of printing
excellence in this part of the world.”

Along with advancing Convex’s printing
capabilities, the purchase of the new
press has also been a catalyst for a major
revamp of the company’s printing and
lamination processes, which will help
optimise plant efficiency and work flows.

An ongoing
commitment to
printing innovation
and excellence
In 1978 Convex made their first foray into
printing by reconditioning two old paper
printing presses into one workable threecolour printing press. The company’s
innovative engineering team used the
old frames and rollers from the two
paper presses and built their own drying,
unwind and rewind system to create a
press that met the market demand at the
time for white and two-colour printing.

Printing at Convex was initially quite
basic with the maximum colour options
being white and two colours. The colours
were mostly used to put company names
and logos on produce bags for onions,
potatoes and carrots. The purchase of
a six-colour stack press in 1984 enabled
Convex to move into new packaging
markets where more sophisticated
printing was required.
In 1988, the purchase of a six-colour
printing press boosted the company’s
printing capabilities and quality, and
marked the beginning of what was to
become a long string of printing-related
awards. Since 1992, 11 Convex apprentices
have gained industry recognition for their
printing skills, and four of those achieved
the ultimate accolade by winning the title
of best flexographic apprentice in New
Zealand. Convex is also the only company
to have two team members inducted
into the ANZFTA Hall of Fame. Printing
Manager, Gary Dillistone, and Assistant
Printing Manager, Danny McNamara, have
both been recipients of this honour.
Convex’s printing capabilities have
continued to advance since 1988 and will
be boosted once again in July 2017, with
the arrival of the new Miraflex press.

Convex will soon be the first proud Australasian owner of this Windmöller and Hölscher Miraflex2 press - the latest evolution in leading flexographic printing technology.
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CONNIE’S CATCH UP
Hi Folks, it’s good to be catching up with you again! 2016
has been a busy year for us, with the huge highlight of
Convex turning 40.
The Convex stork has also been very busy with some exciting
new arrivals, and many of our team enjoyed a great day out at
the 17th annual Convex Fishing Competition.
I am a very clucky kiwi, so have been thrilled by the great
number of beautiful new babies our team have recently
welcomed. 2015 ended on a high for two of our team – Slitting
Operator, Steve Tuck, and partner Samantha had son Connor
in October 2015 – eight weeks early, but now a bonny wee lad
who has just celebrated his first birthday. Assistant Pouch
Manager Abe Inglis and his partner Nikki King welcomed
daughter Paige-Louise in December 2015.
Equally exciting was the start of 2016, with Engineering
Manager Evan Bradley and wife Emma welcoming daughter
Quinn in January. In March, Pouch Operator Caze Tuck and
fiancée Liz welcomed son Ryker, then in April Lamination
Assistant Chaz Goodare and wife Kaylah had two beautiful
babies – twins Ezra and Emmanuel.
The other big highlight of our social calendar this year was
the Convex fishing competition in October. Despite the less
than ideal wind conditions, 46 keen anglers participated, and
all enjoyed a great day’s fishing.

Mike Liddle Memorial Trophy winner Rohan Cobb with Quentin Peterson. Rohan
was persuaded by his partner, Convex Storeperson Rowena Tapatahi, to enter
the competition at the last minute – and then hooked the catch of the day!

Thanks go out to Andrew Sheerin, Linda Waerea and Quentin
Peterson for their hard work in organising this event!

FISHING COMPETITION
RESULTS
SNAPPER
1st 5.11kg – Rohan Cobb
2nd 4.39kg – Sam Mills
3rd 4.34kg – Murray Vincent
KAHAWAI
1st 2.46kg – Kevin Stephens
2nd 2.31kg – Steve Porter
OTHER
Trevally 1st 2.09kg – Murray Vincent
Gurnard 2nd 0.59kg – Naomi Peterson
KIDS
Kahawai 2.12kg – Zoe Wood
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